HOW TO REACH THE
THON HOTEL BRUSSELS CITY CENTRE
Avenue du Boulevard 17 bolwerklaan
B-1210 Brussels
Tel : +32 (0) 2 205 15 11
Fax : +32 (0) 2 201 15 15
E-mail : brusselscitycentre@thonhotels.be
Website : www.thonhotels.be

Coming from the Netherlands and Antwerp (E19)
Follow direction Ring E40 Luik/Liège, at the end of the highway E19.
On the Ring you take exit Brussels – Luik/Liège – Leuven and continue following direction Brussels
At the entrance of Brussels, follow direction Centre-Centrum and stay in the tunnel. At the exit of the
tunnel drive straight on over the Avenue Cortenbergh. When you reach the round about “Schuman”
you take the second street to the right, this is “Rue de la Loi”. Drive straight ahead. At the big crossing
with traffic lights/small ring, you turn right and drive into the tunnel. Get out at the 2nd exit “Rogier”
and drive straight ahead so you join the main road. After 150 m you will see at your right hand side the
Tulip In Brussels Boulevard. Take the first street on your right after the hotel, this is the “Boulevard roi
Albert II”, and take the first right again. You are now in the “Rue des Croisades”. You will find the
entrance to the Manhattan parking on your right hand side.

Coming from Luxembourg and Namur (E411)
Follow the direction Ring E40 – Luik/Liège. When you arrive on the Ring take the exit Brussels –
Luik/Liège – Leuven and follow direction Brussels.
At the entrance of Brussels, follow direction Centre-Centrum and stay in the tunnel. At the exit of the
tunnel drive straight on over the Avenue Cortenbergh. When you reach the round about “Schuman”
you take the second street to the right, this is “Rue de la Loi”. Drive straight ahead. At the big crossing
with traffic lights/small ring, you turn right and drive into the tunnel. Get out at the 2nd exit “Rogier”
and drive straight ahead so you join the main road. After 150 m you will see at your right hand side the
Tulip In Brussels Boulevard. Take the first street on your right after the hotel, this is the “Boulevard roi
Albert II”, and take the first right again. You are now in the “Rue des Croisades”. You will find the
entrance to the Manhattan parking on your right hand side.

Coming from Germany and Liège (E40)
Do not take the Ring, stay on the highway. This will take you into Brussels.
At the entrance of Brussels, follow direction Centre-Centrum and stay in the tunnel. At the exit of the
tunnel drive straight on over the Avenue Cortenbergh. When you reach the round about “Schuman”
you take the second street to the right, this is “Rue de la Loi”. Drive straight ahead. At the big crossing
with traffic lights/small ring, you turn right and drive into the tunnel. Get out at the 2nd exit “Rogier”
and drive straight ahead so you join the main road. After 150 m you will see at your right hand side the
Tulip In Brussels Boulevard. Take the first street on your right after the hotel, this is the “Boulevard roi
Albert II”, and take the first right again. You are now in the “Rue des Croisades”. You will find the
entrance to the Manhattan parking on your right hand side.
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Coming from France via Mons (E19)
Remain on the Ring. Take exit Koekelberg/Brussel.
Drive on “Boulevard Charles Quint” until the Basilique. At the traffic lights, get into the tunnel. Take
3rd exit “Centre/Centrum” and drive straight ahead. At the second round about you will turn left into
“Boulevard roi Albert II” and take the first street right. You are now in the “Rue des Croisades”. You
will see the entrance to the Manhattan parking on your right hand side.

Coming from England and Ostend (E40)
Do not take the Ring, stay on the highway. This will take you into Brussels Centre.
Drive on “Boulevard Charles Quint” until the Basilique. At the traffic lights, get into the tunnel. Take
3rd exit “Centre/Centrum” and drive straight ahead. At the second round about you will turn left into
“Boulevard roi Albert II” and take the first street right. You are now in the “Rue des Croisades”. You
will see the entrance to the Manhattan parking on your right hand side.

Visit our website: www.thonhotels.be
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